


Tothora designs and produces time sculptures in a totally 
handmade way, creating avant-garde, contemporary and 

impressive pieces with a minimalist and elegant aesthetic.

A Catalan brand with a Mediterranean character,
driven by its creator’s passion for time.

We design and produce a variety of fully customized models, 
using wood as a basic material, being able to choose both 

the size and the finish, a unique, special and exclusive way of 
working that our clients all over the planet enjoy.

New creations that enrich our collections, time sculptures
by conviction and by definition. Art in its purest form, simple 

designs that absorb time and glimpse part of our future.

All the woods used are 100% natural, from countries with 
controlled logging from reforested forests, thus ensuring 

sustainability policy of our environment.









After participating in the most important fairs in the sector, such as 
Paris, Frankfurt, Stockholm, London, New York and Tokyo, step by step 

our time sculptures cross borders and mark time in homes
in different parts of the world.

The projection and international presence of Tothora,
constantly expanding through distribution networks

and platforms specialized in online sales,
present in countries such as:

Germany, UK, Switzerland, Poland, Holland, France, Italy,
Czech Republic, India, Nigeria, United States, Japan...
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It all started 10 years ago, although it seems like yesterday that our 
most emblematic models were born, we are talking about Quadra, 
Totem and Box, we are no longer talking about watches but about 

time sculptures, a new concept and a new way of seeing time.
For us an experience that makes us believe more in time.

Thank you all.
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